Background: Recent studies suggest that the Recent studies suggest that the KIBRA KIBRA SNP rs17070145 minor allele (T) is associated with better episo SNP rs17070145 minor allele (T) is associated with better episodic memory and biologically dic memory and biologically--consistent consistent fMRI fMRI activation patterns during episodic memory tasks. activation patterns during episodic memory tasks. KIBRA KIBRA mRNA expression is also higher mRNA expression is also higher in memory in memory--related brain regions ( Caucasian populations. Methods: Methods: We genotyped 8 Caucasian and 2 African We genotyped 8 Caucasian and 2 African--American AD case American AD case--control series for rs17070145 SNP (Internal ID=1212) previously control series for rs17070145 SNP (Internal ID=1212) previously identified in a cognition GWAS. We also identified in a cognition GWAS. We also genotyped 14 additional genotyped 14 additional SNPs SNPs within and flanking within and flanking KIBRA KIBRA. We analyzed these 15 SNPs for association with LOAD risk in these 10 series using logistic regression with age, gender and APOE as covariates. We also assessed rs17070145 (1212) in a Meta-analysis including all Mayo series and the published series. Four Caucasian and both African-American series had cognitive data. We tested these 15 SNPs for association with delayed episodic memory (AVLT Delayed=AVD, WMS-R Logical Memory=MRMLD) in elderly, cognitively normal subjects from these series. We measured and compared KIBRA mRNA levels in AD and non-AD subjects' temporal cortex and cerebella. Results:

